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ABSTRACT
If dramatic characters are to be rendered "three

dimensional" in performance, both the dramatist and the
actor/interpreter must create them with proper attention to the
physical, sociological, and psychological aspects of character. if
oral interpreters understand these dimensions of a particular
character, they can analyze such elements as motivation, the manner
by which the character expresses himself, his effects on other
characters, reactions to him from other characters, and the results
of his actions on subsequent events. The student of oral
interpretation must begin his analysis of any specific literary
passage by understanding the entire selection as objectively as
possible in order to realize the relationship of the character and
the passage to the whole plot, theme, mood, or style of the work.
Sources of information for proper analysis are dialogue,
descriptions, and author expositions within the wolk. (RN)
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the oral interpreter
and character analysis

Lajos Egri stated in his hook How 1
Write a Ploy that the reason some play -
rights were unsuccessful N%:1:: their inabil-

it to create believable. three dimensional
characters. By the three dimensions he
meant the physical. sociological. psychologi-
cal, and the interrelationship of these di-
mensions, in the physical he included; age.
sex, physical make up. health condition,
physical appearance. and physical defects.
Ily the sociological dimension he meant so-
ciety. position within that society, class.
family status, cultural pattern. and eniron,
meat. The Psychological NVIS composed of
emotions such as hate. love. fear, envy, his
pity, and compassion; 'weds such as love.
belong,ingness, and self esteem; desires. atti-
tudes, and beliefs: qualities such as pecep-
tion, judgment, imagination. and unselfish-
ness; complexes such as inner tensions or
emotional conflicts; influence of associates,
and traits. These are some of the factors to
be considered under the three dimensions.
One may add to the list. Egri believed that
the playwright must have the three dimen-
sions if he wished to present believable and
well rounded character. The author stressed
how each of these aspects influenced the
character and determined his behavior.'

The relationship between Egri's theory
and the interpreter portraying characters is
that \011ie the author. poet. or dramatist
may create three dimensional characters. the
oral interpreter. through lack of analysis.
may recreate a one or two dimensional char-
acter. Thus the interpreter may fail in his
performance as much as the playwrights
cited by Egri. We may witness in the party
scene in The Little 1'o.rr, when Birdie
drinks too much wine, a comic stereotyped
drunk scene instead of the tragic scene it
happens to be. in this author's estimation.

Shrodes. Van Gundy and lIusbands. sneak -
ing within the context of oral interpretation,
stressed essentially the same three main
forces: the biological, sociological, and psy-
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chological, examples from litera-
ture they revealed how these forces could
be found to he operating as determining
I actors ill the behavior or fictional charac-
ter,;. coy.nizance was taken of stzttement
that man's inner emotions--the powerful
(hves of anger. fear. and love. and their
complex variationsere constantly operat-
ing to affect him and to determine his be-
havior. The authors also referred to the
basic drives, the individu,.I's needs, his de-
sires, and his dreams as affecting the in-
dividual.'

Maslow added the theory of a positive ap-
proach to understanding the character. It
was 'Maslow's contention that not enough
attention had been given to the positive fac-
tors that affect the individual. Among the
aspects the author listed as deserving atton-
don were perception. compassion, pity. and
unselfishness. in addition -1.aslow added the
theory of multimotiation.'

There are many other theories that will
prove beneficial to the interpreter stmlying
character analysis. Among them are the
ideas of Charlotte Lee, Thelma Riddle. Rich-
ard Hollister. and Don Geiger.

Charlotte Lee. in her discussion of narra-
tive poetry rnd characterization pointed out
that attention must be given to the develop-
ment of character and the relationship be-
tween characters whenever these elements
were important in furthering the plot. In
developing character the author mh.rlit tell
the reader directly what he.needed to know.
More frequently a character was revealed
by what he said and What he thought and
did and by what other characters said and
thought about him. In any case, the char-
acter was always to be considered in rela-
tion to his time, and frequently to the spe-
cific location.

A character had two aspeets, according to
Lee. his inner responses which were his
feelings, his interests, and his thoughts; and
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the exterior forces and the exterior mani-
festations of these responses, which were
his activities. Ile was complete only when
the interior forces and the exterior forces
were logically related, in terms of his own
complexities. Sometimes the psychological
characteristics were primary. "Frequently.
they are interdependent and the essential
conflict of the plot depends upon Nhieh is
the driving' force and determining factor
for the other."

As to drama Lee contented that the inter-
preter, like the actor, was responsible for
cinuplete characterization in his preparation.
In performance the interpreter presents by
the use of suggestion the exterior manifes-
tations based on a complete comprehension
of the material.'

Thelma Riddle was concerned with the
characteristics as evolved by the poet and
the dramatist. Riddle's purpose was to show
that the poet, through his medium. was as
completely a depicter of life. character, and
the individuals as the dramatist. The funda-
mental methods used by the poet were the
same. she asserted. One of the methods, or
all four, might be used to reveal the charac-
ters. According to Riddle the methods were:
(I) What a character said about himself;
(2) What he did---his actions; (3) What
others said about him; (1) The effect he
had On other people. Riddle analyzed cer-
tain poems and scenes from plays to com-
pare characterization as evolved by the poet
and the dramatist and used as a basis for
analysis each of the four methods.'

Hollister felt that the interpreter should
seek a satisfactory and definite answer to
the following questions.

Who is speaking in this piece of
literature? To whom is this person
speaking? What is his dominant
feeling, mood, or point of view?
When and how does his spirit or
point of view change? Why does
he speak?'

One of the most interesting methods was
presented by Don Geiger. lie believed that
literature could he analyzed in terms of its
dramatic elements. This view was based on
understanding literature as a representation
of selected experience. By experience, Geiger
meant the feelings, responses, and evalua-
tions which were generated by and encom-
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passed various sit nal \vilat we call
life," maintained Geiger, "can be seen as a
serie4 of sit mit ion.at titude relat ionships. \\'e
may trace out these sit tiatilms and attitudes
by discovering the dramatic elements of the
extierience,"

Geiger contended that these situations and
attitudes were traceable by discovering the
answers to the following. 1111C:4 I MS "What
is performing what action or thought or
deed? Where and when is it being per-
formed? How is it beir.g Performed? \VII!'
is it being performed?" Geiger pointed out
that Kenneth Burke used these questions as
all approach to understanding some of "the
most intricate of human actions."

"Literature. a representation of experi-
ence," asserted Geiger. "can be approached
the same way." In discovering the answers
to these questions the interpreter discovered
the situation-attitude rcla.ionshipt which
were the piece. "I do not mean.'' stated Gei-
ger. "that in order to understand a piece we
must ahays know the answers to all six
queStions; rather, we do not need answers
to other than these six questions." and added
Geiger, "a seventh : how do the answers re-
late to one another."'

My approach in my dissertation, "A Char-
acter Analysis from the Standpoint of the
Oral Interpreter or the Four Principal Char-
acters in Edwin Arlington Robinson's Poem,
Tristram", was a combination of methods,
including some theories or my own. I de-
cided to analyze a series of : et ions of each
character and to ascertain certain answers
to pertinent questions about the character
in committing the action. Thus I hoped to
gain insight and an understanding of each
character.

One of my first problems was the selec-
tion of the actions. Because of the scope of
the poem it was not possible to analyze
every action of the four principal charac-
ters. Therefore, a set of criteria was estab-
lished to serve as a guide in selecting the
actions.

1. Actions that had a significant effect on
subsequent events, or on the character,
or on the other principal characters.

The second and third criteria were estab-
lished by the author to aid in selecting ac-
tions that revealed the character in different
moods and emotions, as he or she reacted to



different experiences and to various peolde,
and thereby represented a fair sampling of
the character's behavior under various eir-
runistances.

2. Actions that revealed the character its
he Or she faced different situations.

3. Actions that revealed the character in
his or her relationships with various
other characters.

The physiological, sociological, and psy-
cholopical dimensions were considered as
possible motivating forces in the analysis of
the actions.

It was decided to analyze One character
at. a time in the following order: lsolt of
Brittany, King Mark, lsolt of Ireland, and
Tristram, The organization of the charac-
ter analysis was as follows:

1. The actions of the character were ana-
lyzed one at a time in chronological or-
der. A brief description of the behavior
was given before the analysis of that
particular action. The question What
were the motivating forces thiit ac-
counted for the action? was stated. The
action was then analyzed on the basis
of that question.

2. The second division of the character
analysis was stated as What (11(1 the
analysis of the actions reveal about the
following aspects of the character? The
four aspects, stated in question form,
were then discussed in the following or-
der: Were there any dominant forces
that affected the character? What was
the emotional nature of the character?
What were the dominant characteris-
tics or traits of the character? Did the
character change?

There were four possible sources within
the context of the poem for data relevnt to
the analysis: The dialogue of the character
involved in the action. the dialogue of the
other characters, the thoughts of the char-
acters, and the exposition of the poet. It was
recognized that the process of abstracting
Involved certain precautions. An attempt
was made to take into cognizance some of
Larabee's theories on abstraction. Larrabee
stated:

The harm comes, not in abstracting,
which is highly necessary and superbly
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useful for handling p:reat nias,i.s of roc,
and exp(,11,,11(.0s, hut in i.1.1!,,,ttiw thm eye
have left nut 1rreat windiors or indi,idind
did.crenc,. and lino \.I. an, lad
to

set1(1:111 is p)\'l ffilit\( ,4:.111 t

they cannot be proved to ptssess,
*

The cute for "vicious abstraetion" is to be
constantly conscious of abstracting. while
we are doing it.

* *

Our task is rather to perform more and
better abstraAing, conscious of itself and
in touch with the concrete.

* * is *

Our policy in regard to abstraction, then
should not be inflexible, but adapted to our
purposes!

In a poem of this scope eve:.y reference to
the motivating forces could not be cited.
However. an attempt was Made to investi-
gate all the methods of the poet and to (,ante
directly certain passages that seemed signif-
icant and ;)ertinent in revealing the factors
that accounted for the character's behavior.

In discussing the motivating forces cog-
nizance was taken of ?laslow's theory of
multimotivation. It was believed as Maslow
pointed out that moie than one force may be
operating in determining human behavior
and action: Therefore. an attempt was made
to point out that more than one factor af-
fected the character and accounted for his
actions. In addition, the relationship of the
forces was indicated whenever such a rela-
tionship seemed. to exist.

In considering the forces it was decided to
use a flexible rather than a set order for the
following reasons:

1. All the forces were not necessarily op-
erating in each action.

2. Maslow's theory of multimotivation in-
dicated that a flexible order was more
appropriate than a specific order in
that the relationship between forces
could be more easily indicated,'

Any of the methods cited in this paper or
a combination of methods may be used by
the student of oral interpretation. He mn.y
devise a plan of ...mlysis of his own that is
very satisfactory. I believe, however, there



are two important requirements that should
initiate the study. One is the necessity of
rettditig the entire selection. Two is the
obligation fur the student to discard his
udge's robes and halm:. Ills goal is an ob-
jective understanding of the eh:i:teter not a
judgement. IV ruading the entire work he
discovers whether his character changes. the
relationship of the character to the plot.
theme, mood, and often style of the litera-
ture.

Ilis sources of information have been
mentioned : the dialogue, the desciption, and
the exposition. In drama he must rely on a
more careful study of the dialogue, always
being aware of who is speaking. Sonic play-
wrights such as Shaw, Williams, Miller, and
Barrie provide clues in their stage direction.
ft' there is still some doubt, the playwri:ftit's
other works and essays sometimes furnish
information. Sometimes a discerning critic
may clarify a question in the interpreter's
mind or merely confirm what the student

has discovered. However, I believe that go-
ing outside the text should be reserved as a
last resort,

Perhaps encouraging the student to do a
careful character analysis will result in the
follim Mg; no more comic drunk Birdies, a
Manche in A Se rcctc«r mud 1), sire who
is not just a giddy. vain woman of the
streets, a Christine in Th( Sill:rt. Chord who
is not just a shrewish fishwife who is jealous
of her mother-in-law, and a Lennie in of
Alice oto/ Mun who is more than a stereo-
typed Mortimer Snerd, played only for
laughs.

I know that there are many different
viewpoints and sonic opposing in nature in
regard to character analysis than have been
expressed in this paper. In studying char-
acters its hard as I strive to be objective, I
may stil! he subjective in my final analysis.
This is one of the major hazards in study-
ing the complexities of human behavior
whether in fact or fiction.
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